
Freeze dance - Put on your favorite 

songs and dance, but freeze when its 

turned off!

Be a crab - student gets in crab walk 

position and balances a ball, stuffed 

animal or anything, for as long as they 

can. OR students can be timed, racing 

siblings or themselves.

Exercise stations: write one exercise 

on each of 5-10 pieces of paper, use a 

timer, students will do exercise for 

the set amount of time, then rotate to 

the next station

Balancing act! Students balance 

something on head while: walking a 

line, exercising, standing on 1 foot, 

brushing teeth, etc. Challenge 

yourself!

Use youtube to learn a favorite move 

(even the moon walk)

Yoga Jenga - use a pencil to write 

yoga moves on block (or use paper 

strips & pull from pile). When a block 

is pulled, students do that move for a 

set time. If tower falls, student does a 

plank for at least 30 seconds.

Choose an activity from website: 

GoNoodle.com

Use painter's tape to tape shapes to 

wall or floor. Students can work on 

aim by tossing or throwing a small 

bouncy ball to the specific shape

Balloon volleyball - tie a yarn (or 

whatever you have) for the net. 

Students can hit over net keeping it 

up, use different body parts to hit 

over net

Broom Hockey or hallway soccer - use 

painter tape, towel, etc to mark a goal 

line. Students use hallway or any safe 

area to play.

Animal races: frog hopper, crab walk, 

bear crawl, Kangaroo jump, worm 

crawl, chicken walk, cheetah run (run 

as fast as you can), bunny hop, etc

Use painter's tape to tape lines on 

floor. Students can long jump or run & 

jump to the furthest one possible. OR 

students can put 1 foot on the 1st line 

and reach other foot out as far as 

possible.

Read aloud workout - choose book to 

read aloud that has a word repeated 

often (i.e. hat from Cat in the Hat or a 

simple word like "the", "and", "at" 

etc). Student does jumping jack (or 

any exercise) every time the word is 

read.

Marble Toe Race - get 2 bowls. Fill 

one with 3-5 marbles. Student gets 

timed (or have another set up for 2 

people to race) using toes to transfer 

1 marble at a time from one bowl to 

the other.

Bowling: use cups or water bottles, or 

use stand up toys as pins; use small 

plastic ball, small stuffed animal, bean 

bag etc as bowling ball. Students step 

out with opposite foot from hand 

holding "ball", lunge down and roll or 

slide the "ball" to knock over the 

"pins"

Be creative and time how long or how 

fast you can do any activity!

Kids bored? Choice board activites to stay active!
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